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ABSTRACT

In the present paper it is suggested .t:e

idea of the existtnce of a pronunciational bac -

ground related "to rhythmical speech organiza-

tion. In temporal aspect this background is rea-

lized in particular through some standard scheme

of phonosyntagma pattern. 0n the basis of cohe-

rent Russian text the most important-qualitative

features of the standard scheme are revealed and

a numerical nodal and statistical characteris—

tics of its realization are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The principle of speech rhythmical orga-

nization suggeSts forming a certain pronunciatir

cnal background in speech signal. Regular repro-

duction of the elements realizing this backgro-

und leads to disintegration of Speech into vari-

ous phonetic constituents /phoncwords, syntag-
nas, phrases, periods/ with their specific inner
structure periodically recurring in rhythmical-

ly organized speech. Rhythlhforming elements ha-
ving various physical realization attach impor-
tant functions to acoustic speech parameters -
functions of form construction and integrity of

speech units. The subject functions are intrin-
sic to duration as well. In this paper a possi-
bility of presentation of phonosyntagma durati-
onal patterns in Russian as a result of realiza—
tion of a standard scheme and its regular modi-
fications is considered. Besides, the standard
scheme is viewed as temporal stereotype which,
being a part of pronunciational background and
skills of a native speaker, plays an important
role in creating phonetic integrity of the syn—
tag-a.

STANDARD SCHEME OF SYNTAGMA TEMPORAL
ORGANIZATION

Qualitative description

A great number of phonetic experimental re-
search as well as speech synthesis practice de-
monstrate that the general tendency of syntagma
temporal arrangement in Russian is related to
forming a positional contrast or, in other
words, differences in duration of various com—
ponents of a phonetic word depending on its po-
sition in the syntagma. Various language materi—

al shows an almost universal character of the
positional factor when analysing its influence
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on word durational characteristics within spy

tagla. The positional contrast in a Russian swp

tagma is clearly detected not only when isolaud

phrases are pronounced but in running speeches

well, Thus we can speak about the existince of,

corresponding temporal stereotype or a standam

realization scheme of the positional contrafl,

At the same time up to now the positionalcom

trast has been studied on separate phrases rub

a limited set of rhythmical word—patterns am

sound composition. But if we try to analyse rm»

ning speech, the data obtained from such a mate

rial are not sufficient. In view of the above

mentioned facts the first part of our researd

was devoted to the qualitative analysis ofir

trasyntagmatic duration relations in cohermt

text. Our purpose was first of all to enriched

make more accurate the experimental data obuv

ined earlier.
The study was carried out on a corpusof

syntagmas singled out as a result of audimn

analysis of coherent scientific Russian textre

ad by an announcer /standard Moscow speahn

with moderate individual speaking rate. _

Syntagmas of various length with a an

stressed word in final position were seledd

for this analysis. Total volume of the sample

comprised 438 units. Sound durations were lea-
sured according to oscillograms /registeredat

film speed of 100 mm/sec/. In order to maketm

segmentation procedure easier speech signalmn

intensity curve were recorded on the filmsimb

taneously.
As a result of the analysis -the folloflu

peculiarities of the positional contrast /W/
were revealed:
I. A normative /statistically predominant/ Id
of a PC realization is time shortening of a wfi
in the syntagma nonofinal position. The shot“?

ins is achieved by fast speaking rate ofthfie
words while maintaining normal speaking rateffl
words in the final position and single-wordSW‘

tazflas. The following symbols can be used tad?
Signflte the way of the PC construction: F /nU'
N /f/. Further we'll speak about it as ofsflk
dard temporal scheme /STS/ of the syntagmflvuw
native nature of the subject scheme is denom:
rated by the results of the comparison 01‘:

Word speaking rate characteristics in vain

syntagma positions with data on individual W?
kins rate differences in Russian. Tables I w
2 present data on average sound duration forVV
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rious individual speaking rates and for words in
different syntagma positions accordingly.

Table 1. Average sound duration /in msec/ of in-
dividual speaking rate in Russian /I/

INDIVIDUAL FAST NORMAL smw
SPEAKING RATE

GENERAL 65 65-73 73

VARIATION
mam NORMAL
GENERAL TEMPO 60,4-I,4 74,2-3,o 87,1—2,2

Table 2. Average sound duration /in msec/ for
words.in different syntagma positions

NUMBER 0? POSITION
WORDS IN A INITIAL MEDIAL FINAL
SYNTAGMA

2 ‘ 60o 0'2) 0 "' 77, 0-3, 0

3 .59’0-1’4 58,0rI,2 76,0-2,0

Data on word stress perception in a Russian
syntagma /2/ make it possible to assume that the
scheme F /nf/ - N /f/ being a standard method of
the PC realization takes part in the formation
of a syntagma accent pattern /component known as
syntagmatic stress/. In this connection one may
notice that in works on Russian phonetics /3/,
/4/ the idea that an increase of the speaking
rate can be considered as a Source of numerical
and qualitative reduction of vowels in a word
was put forward more than once. The notion that
the fast tempo of pronunciation of syntagma non-
final words decreases their prominence level and
creates the contrast needed for syntagmatic
stress is a natural widening of this idea.
2. Apart from the positional factor, the word
duration depends also on such shortening factors
as the number of syllables per word and the word
distance from the syntagma beginning point. Un-
der the total influence of all shortening fac-
tors duration is decreasing in a nonlinear man—
ner showing what is known as "an ineompressibi-
lity effect" /5/. This effect is clearly seen in
syntagma non-final positions /fig. I/.
3. Minimal vowel durations characterizing the
incompressibility effect are close to certain
temporal perception constants. For example, the
minimal duration of an unstressed vowel /Tmupz
30-40 msec/ is close to the threshold value of
its detection under any consonant environment
/5/. The minimal duration of a stressed vowel
/Tnun“ 70-90 msec/ is close to threshold value
needed for its phoneme running identification
/5/. It follows that vowel duration in syntagma
non-final words is constrained within limitati—
ons which, first of all, provide a possibility
of correct identification of rhythmic type of
the word and recognition of its stressed vowel.
It is also worth mentioning that minimal durati—
ons of stressed and unstressed vowels relate as
2 to I.
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Fig. I
Duration modification of the stressed vowel in
syntagma under the influence of the following
factors: position /P/, number of syllables per
word /S/, word distance from the syntagma begin-
ning point measured in lexical stresses preceded
/H/. Average values disregarding vowel quality
distinctions.

4. Duration boundary values which separate stre-
ssed vowel realizations in non-final and final
words [TgndO-IOO msec/ are close to phoneme
boundary values obtained for languages with pho-
nemic contrast in vowel length /7/, /8/. This
makes it possible to speak about different dura-
tion categories in Russian speech as well. The
analysis shows that a vowel of a mid length is
realized when it is stressed, belongs to syntag-
ma final word but not followed by a pause. In
that case its duration is about 3 times longer
than the critical value of vowel detection. If
the later is classified to be supershort, then
vowel realizations of other categories are cha—
racterized by the following relations of durati-
ons - I/supershort/: 2/short/: 3/mid/: 4/long/.

It is obvious that STS supposes the stre-
ssed vowels of non-final words in syntagma to be
short and the stressed vowels of final words to
be mid.

5. Positional shortening of non-final words in
Russian syntagma is of an asymmetric nature: the
shortening is mostly noticeable in vowels in the
word terminal part beginning with its stressed
vowel /"swallowing" of word terminals is an ex-
treme manifestation of this peculiarity/.

Asymmetry leads to smoothing and actually
to the loss of temporal contrast of prestressed
and stressed vowels in the syntagma non-final
word and this apparently hampers correct stress
identification.

Numerical model
The second part of our study is devoted to

the development of a numerical model of the PC
standard temporal scheme. Such a model is of
great interest from the various points of view.
Generality of the positional factor in its in-
fluence on speech temporal characteristics cau—
ses us to think that specific linguistic featu-
res of the PC are imbodied in its numerical pa-
rameters.

The results of the preliminary qualitative
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e us an idea of the general for. of

:hzlggésnfiizrical model. While determining 00“

crete numerical estimates we limited ourseln

to the consideration of stressed vowels /V/. the

ta of their duratiomgwere obtained by usingbeen

same corpus of syntagmas that has already

ed above.

descrlhe proposed STS model accounts for all the

shortening factors: word position in the syn>gfi

'8 /P/, the number of syllables per word ,

the number of preceding lexical stresses /K/.

Elongation factors such as absolute prepau;

sal position and position under semantic aocen

are not taken into ac t. Consonant environ-

lent that influences 8 is not taken into consi-

deration as well. Thus, formulae {1, 2/ give

mean duration to the non—prepausal Y in a syn‘

tagma with final main stress when there is no

pronounced semantic accent in it.

The general form of the model was chosen on

the basis of the notions that were used before

in some generative models of Speech temporal or—

ganization /9/, /IO/.

These notions are as follows:

I. For every stressed vowel of a given phonetic

quality there can be singled out two specific

realizations: first in the context where both

elongation and shortening factors are absent and

second in the context where shortening factors

have their maximum effect. In the first case it

is natural to regard the vowel duration as its

intrinsic duration /Tc/, and in the second case

as its critical duration /T,"m/. The difference

/T3-T"fin/ which characterizes’ a stressed vowel

temporal potential can be called its residual

duration.

2. The shortening factors P, S, R effect [To -

Tm” / and besides they act independently and ir—

respective of vowel quality.

3. The factors 8 and H shorten the stressed vo-

wel recursively, i.e. their shortening effect is

realized cyclicly as a function of the correspon-

ding variables.

,In accordance with the accepted assumptions

the Y duration in the absence of elongation fac-

tors can be presented as follows:

EWNFUL'TM.) «XS—313'? (Ila 77m, (1),

where S, X as defined above, P can acquire 2 me-

anings: 0 - for a word in syntagma final posi-

tion and I — for a word in non-final position,

d,F , I - shortening coefficients. ,

As a result of the examination of Y measu—

red durations the d'f , K -coefficients were ap—

proximated as 0,82; ,20; 0,90 accordingly. In

compliance with the obtained estimates the sub—

Ject suprasegmental factors can be ordered ac-

cording to their increasing shortening effect as

follows: N, S and P. Such an order corresponds

to the data presented in other publications.

flith the received estimates, the STS model

for syntagma stressed vowels looks like this:

“I; P, y (x?) = (T. -Tm;.)-qxz‘i'qzo-Po,go”+(T,3,,
I ’ 2‘ '

la 2 one can find the 1n00Ipr9531_

511itin ifzzzt detected empirically

-

Vowel re-

duction decreases gradually when the 5h°rtening

reased.

effeoldiitiz; of formula 2 was verified 0a a

corpus of 505 syntagnas /the same Speaker per-

formed the reading/. As a deviation value of ‘8‘

d and calculated durations egg? 0110.1“;

“m d- T'" 'm-T '< )1 Th
value was selects . flaky 3",,” . is

value was defined on di ferent generalizauon

levels of durations measured. We haVe eStabl1-

shed 3 levels:,I - a level of average Values of

a generalized V /disregarding its phonetic qua-

11ty/: T.=130 I6490., Tm=75 nsec, 11 - a level

of mean- values of V with regard of Close-082“

distinctions;a To =14? msee,‘ Tm=85 “afiffia

I34 mseo, T,;h =78 msec: Té; =114 nSeQ’ 12¢» a

66 msec, III - a level of V specific realizati-

ons: the values Tc and Tm are the same as in

case II. Sample mean valuel Tmsd,-T¢u&1 . devia.

tion and confidence interval for the 85-ple

mean (12,.) were calculated for each Echeraliza.

tion level. Table 3 shows the calculation re-

sults.

Table 3. Statistical characteristics of IT _

T.n&j for different generalization levels of
empirical data

STATISTICAL GENERALIZATION IEWELS

CHARACTERISTICS
I II 111

THESImun mun
/mseo/ 5.5 7,4 15,8

MEAN-SQUARE
navmxou 6' 7,2 7,2 13,1
/msec/

t2€§ 2,2 1,4 0,0

n - NUMBER

on THE ITEMS 41 96 1031

Accounting that the accuracy of duration

measurement didn't exceed 5 msec the agreement

between the calculated and empirical data can be

considered as good. Cases of essential deviath

ons demand a close analysis: they give evidence

of additional factors the effects of which are

not taken into consideration in the proposed Hr

del.

STS realization in running speech

The syntagma STS F /nf/ - N /f/ is a compo—

nent of a pronunciational background stipulated

by speech rhythmical organization. It is obvimw
that a concrete realization of the scheme in!

coherent text depends on various contextual our

ditions. Fermula 2 /when used to calculate void

telporal scales/ shows variation of absolute WP
lues of a stressed vowel duration in syntngl“
that conform to the STS but at the same tin

have different verbal filling. It is also 1IP0”
tant to detect cases of STS disagreement andt°
reveal their sources. 'It is worth rememberhu

124 Se 78.4.3

that violation of general rhythm-forming tenden-

cies is the most relevant informative and des—

criptive mean in coherent text. Thus the task of

detecting the syntagmas corresponding to the STS

and those having deviations from it arises.

In this research the same material which

served as the basis for the STS numerical model

construction was used for the elaboration of the

given task. Analysis-by—synthesis procedure was

utilized to solve the problem of whether a syn-
tagma chosen arbitraly from the text corresponds

to the STS. The latter was considered to be rea—
lized in the syntagma if its stressed vowels had

the durations compatible with the values calcu-

lated by formula 2. Thus empirical data were in-

terpreted taking into account specific phonetic
conditions /vowel quality, word rhythmical type,
syntagma length/ under which STS is realized. If

there we incompatibility of calculated and em-

pirical durations in the syntagma we conside-

red that there was an STS violation in it.
The most difficult problem which arose in

the process of implementation of above—mentioned

procedure is the definition- of critical value
sufficient to acknowledge essential divergence

of empirical and calculated durations. The dif-

ficulty of the problem lies in the fact that ve—

ry little is yet known about how a listener perb

ceives, estimates and interprets duration diffe—

rences. We decided to conside a d vergence un—

essential if the value 7‘ T“: didn't ex-
ceed 20%. It is worth noticing at despite some
divergences the overall data at present show

that the critical value of Just—noticeable dif-

ference for the perceived change in vowel dura-

tion is about IS%—20% /9/.
' Before presenting the results of the expe-

rimental research conducted it is worth showing

theoretically possible types of deviations from

the STS. Since the STS presupposes the realiza-

tion of the stressed vowel in the syntagma non-

final and final words in short and mid lengths

accordingly, it is easy to see that at the level

of stressed vowels the following deviations from

the standard are possible:
A - absence of V reduction in the syntagma non-

final word /i.e. realization of the mid or long

cate ory/,

B - 5 reduction in the syntagma final word

/1.e, realization of the short category/,

C - V lengthening in the syntagma final word

/i.e. realization of the long categoryl.

Table 5 displays statistical data /%/ on

STS realization obtained on the basis of our re-

search material.

Let's look at the section I first. We can

see that when the main stressed word is in final

Position the STS is realized without any devia-
tions in approximately half of the cases. Within

the set of syntagmas with STS violations those

with one deviation prevail, syntagmas with more

than one deviation constitute only 11% of the

overall set. It follows that in syntagmas of

this type the observed deviations are local mo—

difications of the standard and are not the re-

sult of its modification as a whole. The same

conclusions may be deduced for syntagmas settled

in section II.

Table 5. STS realization in coherent text
I - syntagmas with main stressed word in final
position /438 units/, II

-

syntagmas with main
stressed word in non—final position /67 units/.

NUMBER AND TYPES OF DEVIATIONS FROM THE STS
0 I 2 3

0 A ‘n c A,A A,B A,C A,C

I l5,9 9,6 19,0 14,8 0,9 6,6 2,3 0,5

II 26,4 19,4 19,4 3,0 3,o~14,9 9,0 3,0

0n the basis of literary data and the re—
sults of our research the following sources and
positions of probable STS disagreements can be
distinguished: ,
I. Absolute prepausal V position/for final won#
2. Type of pitch contour /for word in main stre—
ssed position/.
3. Weakening or strengthening of a word promi-
nence level /for word.in any position/.
4. Syntagna position in regard to utterance ex-
ternal and internal boundaries /for word in fi-
nal position and position of main stress/.
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e us an idea of the general for. of

:hzlggésnfiizrical model. While determining 00“

crete numerical estimates we limited ourseln

to the consideration of stressed vowels /V/. the

ta of their durationgwere obtained by usingbeen

same corpus of syntagmas that has already

ed above.

descrlhe proposed STS model accounts for all the

shortening factors: word position in the syntgfi

'8 /P/. the number of syllables per word ,

the number of preceding lexical stresses /K/.

Elongation factors such as absolute prepau;

sal position and position under semantic aocen

are not taken into ac t. Consonant environ-

lent that influences 8 is not taken into consi-

deration as well. Thus, formulae {1, 2/ give

mean duration to the non—prepausal Y in a syn‘

tagma with final main stress when there is no

pronounced semantic accent in it.

The general form of the model was chosen on

the basis of the notions that were used before

in some generative models of Speech temporal or—

ganization /9/, /IO/.

These notions are as follows:

I. For every stressed vowel of a given phonetic

quality there can be singled out two specific

realizations: first in the context where both

elongation and shortening factors are absent and

second in the context where shortening factors

have their maximum effect. In the first case it

is natural to regard the vowel duration as its

intrinsic duration /Tc/, and in the second case

as its critical duration /T,"m/. The difference

/T3-T"fin/ which characterizes’ a stressed vowel

temporal potential can be called its residual

duration.

2. The shortening factors P, S, R effect [To -

Tm” / and besides they act independently and ir—

reSpective of vowel quality.

3. The factors 8 and H shorten the stressed vo-

wel recursively, i.e. their shortening effect is

realized cyclicly as a function of the correspon-

ding variables.

,In accordance with the accepted assumptions

the Y duration in the absence of elongation fac-

tors can be presented as follows:

Tow“) «smog-offs? A 7:... (1),
where S, X as defined above, P can acquire 2 me-

anings: 0 - for a word in syntagma final posi-

tion and I — for a word in non-final position,

d,F , I - shortening coefficients. ,

As a result of the examination of Y measu—

red durations the d'f , K -ooefficients were ap—

proximated as 0,82; ,20; 0,90 accordingly. In

compliance with the obtained estimates the sub—

Ject suprasegnental factors can be ordered ac-

cording to their increasing shortening effect as

follows: N, S and P. Such an order corresponds

to the data presented in other publications.

flith the received estimates, the STS model

for syntagma stressed vowels looks like this:

“I; P, y (x?) = (To -Tm;.)-qxz‘i'qzo-Po,go”+(T,3,,
I ’ 2‘ '

la 2 one can find the 1n00Ipr9531_

bilitin ::;::t detected empirically -

VOWel re-

duction decreases gradually when the 5h°rten1ng

reased.
effeoidgztlzg of formula 2 was verified 0a a

corpus of 505 syntagnas /the same speaker per-

formed the reading/. As a deviation value of ‘8‘

d and calculated durations egg? 0110.1“;

amre d' Tm' -(Y)—T '( )1 Th
value was selects . flaky 3",,” . is

value was defined on di ferent generalizauon

levels of durations measured. We haVe eStabl1-

shed 3 levels:,I - a level of average Values of

a generalized V /disregarding its phonetic qua-

11ty/: T.=130 I6490., Tmia=75 nsec, II - a level

of mean- values of V with regard of Close-082“

distinctions: To =14? mse930LTflun=35 lsec; T 3

I34 mseo, Tjfi: =78 mseo: Te; =114 nSeQ’ T:fia

66 mseo, III - a level of V specific realizati-

ons: the values Tc and Tm are the same as in

case II. Sample mean valuel Tmsd,-T¢u&1 . devia.

tion and confidence interval for the 85-ple

seen (12,.) were calculated for each Echeraliza.

tion level. Table 3 shows the calculation re-

sults.

Table 3. Statistical characteristics of IT _

T.g&j for different generalization levels of
empirical data

STATISTICAL GENERALIZATION IEWELS

CHARACTERISTICS
I II III

THESImus mun
/nsec/ 5.5 7,4 15,8

MEAN-SQUARE
nsvmxou 6' 7,2 7,2 13, I
/mseo/

t2€§ 2,2 1,4 0,5

n - NUMBER

on THE ITEMS 41 96 1031

Accounting that the accuracy of duration

measurement didn't exceed 5 msec the agreement

between the calculated and empirical data can be

considered as good. Cases of essential deviath

ons demand a close analysis: they give evidence

of additional factors the effects of which are

not taken into consideration in the proposed Hr

del.

STS realization in running speech

The syntagma STS F /nf/ - N /f/ is a compo—

nent of a pronunciational background stipulated

by speech rhythmical organization. It is obvimw
that a concrete realization of the scheme in!

coherent text depends on various contextual our

ditions. Fermula 2 /when used to calculate void

telporal scales/ shows variation of absolute WP
lues of a stressed vowel duration in syntngl“
that conform to the STS but at the same tin

have different verbal filling. It is also 1IP0”
tant to detect cases of STS disagreement andt°
reveal their sources. 'It is worth remember“!
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that violation of general rhythm-forling tenden-

cies is the most relevant informative and des—

criptive mean in coherent text. Thus the task of

detecting the syntagmas corresponding to the STS

and those having deviations from it arises.

In this research the same material which

served as the basis for the STS numerical model

construction was used for the elaboration of the

given task. Analysis-by—synthesis procedure was

utilized to solve the problem of whether a syn-
tagma chosen arbitraly from the text corresponds

to the STS. The latter was considered to be rea—
lized in the syntagma if its stressed vowels had

the durations compatible with the values calcu-

lated by formula 2. Thus empirical data were in-

terpreted taking into account specific phonetic
conditions /vowel quality, word rhythmical type,
syntagma length/ under which STS is realized. If
there we incompatibility of calculated and em-

pirical durations in the syntagma we conside-

red that there was an STS violation in it.
The most difficult problem which arose in

the process of implementation of above—mentioned

procedure is the definition- of critical value
sufficient to acknowledge essential divergence

of empirical and calculated durations. The dif-

ficulty of the problem lies in the fact that ve—

ry little is yet known about how a listener perb

oeives, estimates and interprets duration diffe—

rences. We decided to conside a d vergence un—

essential if the value 7‘ T“: didn't ex-
ceed 20%. It is worth noticing at despite some
divergences the overall data at present show

that the critical value of Just—noticeable dif-

ference for the perceived change in vowel dura-

tion is about IS%—20% /9/.
' Before presenting the results of the expe-

rimental research conducted it is worth showing

theoretically possible types of deviations from

the STS. Since the STS presupposes the realiza-

tion of the stressed vowel in the syntagma non-

final and final words in short and mid lengths

accordingly, it is easy to see that at the level

of stressed vowels the following deviations from

the standard are possible:
A - absence of V reduction in the syntagma non-

final word /i.e. realization of the mid or long

cate ory/,

B - 5 reduction in the syntagma final word

/i.e, realization of the short category/,

C - V lengthening in the syntagma final word

/i.e. realization of the long categoryl.

Table 5 displays statistical data /%/ on

STS realization obtained on the basis of our re-

search material.

Let's look at the section I first. We can

see that when the main stressed word is in final

Position the STS is realized without any devia-
tions in approximately half of the cases. Within

the set of syntagmas with STS violations those

with one deviation prevail, syntagmas with more

than one deviation constitute only 11% of the

overall set. It follows that in syntagmas of

this type the observed deviations are local mo—

difications of the standard and are not the re-

sult of its modification as a whole. The same

conclusions may be deduced for syntagmas settled

in section II.

Table 5. STS realization in coherent text
I - syntagmas with main stressed word in final
position /438 units/, II - syntagmas with main
stressed word in non—final position /67 units/.

NUMBER AND TYPES OF DEVIATIONS FROM THE STS
0 I 2 3

o A ‘n c A,A A,B A,C A,C

I l5,9 9,6 19,4 14,8 0,9 6,6 2,3 0.5

II 23,419,4 19,4 3'0 3,014.9 9.0 3,0

0n the basis of literary data and the re—
sults of our research the following sources and
positions of probable STS disagreements can be
distinguished: ,
I. Absolute prepausal V position/for final won#
2. Type of pitch contour /for word in main stre—
ssed position/.
3. Weakening or strengthening of a word promi-
nence level /for word.in any position/.
4. Syntagna position in regard to utterance ex-
ternal and internal boundaries /for word in fi-
nal position and position of main stress/.
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